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Charlie Siringo A lot of folks have tried to trace the private eye, as we understand it, to the American cowboy
myth. He received some schooing, but by the age of fifteen he was working as a cowboy, mostly in Texas, at
first, before eventually becoming a trail driver, and working the Chisolm Trail. In , he quit the cowboy life,
settled down and got married, becoming a merchant in Caldwell, Kansas. A year later, it was published to
much popular acclaim -- one of the first real looks at the cowboy life by someone who actually lived it. He
worked cases all over the West, from as far north as Alaska to as far south as Mexico City. In a long and
varied career, Siringo chased rustlers and robbers, and went undercover in outlaw gangs and labour unions.
Posing as Charles L. In the early s, Charlie was assigned to "city work" and worked out of the Denver office
for a few years. The exception seems to be another operative who had recently been hired, the
soon-to-be-notorious Tom Horn. Perhaps Siringo recognized something of his own free spirit in Horn. The
"city work" ended in when Siringo was dispatched to the Idaho mine fields, where he went undercover to get
the goods on one of the early labour unions. Siringo himself was originally quite pro-labour and reluctantly
agreed to work such cases, but his acquaintance with radical union leaders while undercover apparently
completely changed his attitude, and he once famously referred to the Western Federation of Miners as "that
blood-thirsty dynamiting bunch. By most accounts, Siringo was brave, loyal, tough and exceeedingly honest.
Despite his disdain for the tactics of the radicals of the labour movement, when Haywood was found not
guilty, Siringo helped protect the labour organizer and his lawyer, Clarence Darrow, from a lynch mob.
Although reputed to be a crack shot, he liked to boast that he made most of his arrests without resorting to
violence. Perhaps taking his cue from Allen Pinkerton himself, Siringo decided to write up his adventures as a
detective. He left the Pinkertons in , and began writing another book. Siringo ultimately deleted the name
"Pinkerton" from the title and throughout the book, and re-named all the characters. He eventually wrote two
books, both purportedly relating his many adventures, A Cowboy Detective, and Further Adventures of a
Cowboy Detective -- both were published in Still smarting from the lawsuit, which would go on for years and
became the focus of his life, Siringo wrote and tried to clandestinely publish another book, Two Evil Isms:
Pinkertonism and Anarchism in , but once again the Pinkertons stopped the printing of the book. But this time
they also tried to extraditie Siringo from his Sante Fe ranch to Chicago to face charges of criminal libel.
Fortunately, the New Mexico governor refused the extradition request, and the matter was dropped. In Siringo
became a New Mexico Ranger and saw active service against cattle rustlers in the southeastern part of the
state for a couple of years. But times were tough, and with both his ranch and his health failing, he moved to
Los Angeles, and became something of a celebrity, hobnobbing with assorted politicians, writers and movie
stars, and possibly even appearing in a couple of silent westerns. In Riata and Spurs, a composite of his first
two autobiographies was released, but once again the Pinkertons halted publication, again threatening a
lawsuit. He died in Altadena, California, on October 18, Unfortunately, Siringo seems to be largely forgotten
now. In , Loren D. Estleman , an award-winning author known for both his westerns and his crime novels
notably his series featuring Detroit private eye Amos Walker , released Ragtime Cowboys, which teams up
Charlie with another former Pinkerton op, Dashiell Hammett , in Hollywood. Siringo has long been a pet hero
of mine and I think you may be correct in suggesting he is About the time the Siringo movie came out what a
disaster! I was trying to market a movie script based on the premise that Siringo and Butch Cassidy did meet
while Siringo was undercover and Cassidy was using analias.
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That, plus being a parent to his young and motherless daughter, equals a man who will not rest until he
achieves his mission. Now, all Gray needs is the help of his lifelong neighbor. For Abby Douglas, the chance
to join forces with Gray is nothing less than a Christmas miracle. But how can she convince Gray that
sometimes life offers a man a second chance for a reason. Of course it does. But sheer stubbornness matters
more. If they want that marriage to be a good one, they work on it and make it that way. You make a
commitment to someone, then you keep it. That has nothing to do with me being stubborn, not stubborn, or
insufficiently committed. Amos had been a mean, unhealthy old man. Because when he did, she lost that
scowl. Her eyes went wide, that cute flush brightened up her face again, and she had to tip her head back to
look at him. Gray liked that too. He had an urge and went with it. He reached over and curled his fingers
around her ponytail, then pulled them gently along the length of it. And figured the chemistry question was
answered by the way her breath went shuddery. You think we maybe ought to date first. She smelled like
rosemary. And something that reminded him of the pies she and her grandmother had brought over the day
after the funeral, warm and good. He used his free hand to cup her cheek, flushed and smooth beneath his
palm. Then he bentâ€”only a little, which struck him as unexpectedly hotâ€”to take her mouth with his. Gray
had only meant to kiss her to make a point. And she made a tiny sound in the back of her throat that he could
feel like a flickering flame. Before he knew it, Gray was angling his head to one side and licking his way into
her mouth. And everything got hot. This was Abby Douglas. There was something deliciously wrong about it
being Abby that made it hotter, wilder. It rolled in him and made a joke of him imagining he was in control of
any of this. When the door slapped open, both of his hands were sunk deep into her hair, and Abby was up on
her toes, pressed against him, her arms wrapped around his back. He felt her tremble. And there was
something about the way she melted into him as their lips touched, then brushed, as if she was being pulled by
some kind of magnetic force. The fact that the front door had opened penetrated the heat and fog that was
swirling around him.
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If you are looking for funny cowboy sayings, here are some for you including some quotes as well. You can
also check out the sayings about horses. Cowboy Wisdom and Humor Ever since a man rode a horse, there has
been cowboy wisdom. Enjoy these funny cowboy sayings: Always drink upstream from the herd. Any cowboy
can carry a tune. The trouble comes when he tries to unload it. I took to the life of a cowboy like a horse takes
to oats. If you find yourself in a hole, the first thing to do is stop digging. Nature gave us all something to fall
back on, and sooner or later we all land flat on it. The quickest way to double your money is to fold it over and
put it back into your pocket The only good reason to ride a bull is to meet a nurse. We all got pieces of crazy
in us, some bigger pieces than others. Some are really good advice and all are funny cowboy sayings. Never
drive black cattle in the dark. Never approach a bull from the front, a horse from the rear or a fool from any
direction. Never miss a good chance to shut up. Never ask a barber if you need a haircut. Horse Quotes and
Sayings What would a cowboy, or cowgirl, for that matter, be without his or her horse? Is it even possible to
be a cowboy without a horse? Here are some funny sayings about horses. If you get thrown from a horse, you
have to get up and get back on, unless you landed on a cactus; then you have to roll around and scream in pain.
A cowboy is a man with guts and a horse. If you climb in the saddle, be ready for the ride. The horse stopped
with a jerk-- and the jerk fell off! Speak your mind, but ride a fast horse. Cowboys have a way of looking at
things a little differently than the rest of us. Their wisdom is simpler and more down to Earth. YourDictionary
definition and usage example.
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If he happens to be holding a babyâ€”well, he gets double points for that. Like the previous ten books three in
the Cowboy Country series , this continuation of Cowboy Country will take place in the small-town setting of
fictional Serendipity, Texas. Which leads me to wonderâ€”why is that? Strong features, scruffy cheeks, broad
shoulders, a Stetson and cowboy boots. Gorgeous cowboy, adorable baby. Makes me smile just to look at it.
Each cover in this series appears better than the last. Many secular novel covers now feature little more than a
bare chest and rock-hard abs. Going back to my cowboys, The reason I love writing about them is much
deeper than because of the hat and boots they wear. The perception I have of these men are that they genuinely
love God and country. Not afraid to get dirty but clean up well. They are tough externally but they view the
world, and women, with honor and respect. Nothing like having a kid to bring out the best in a man. What do I
personally want to see in a hero? A man who unashamedly loves the Lord tops the list. I want a man with a
vibrant faith, or at least one who grows into it. A man with the ability to laugh at himself and the world. A
man with honor and courage. I tease my hubby Joe that he was standing behind the door when God passed out
the romantic bone. So spill for me, readers. Think back to your favorite romances. What about those heroes
made your heart swell?
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I love creation better as it stood That day You finished it so long ago And looked upon Your work and called
it good. Make me as big and open as the plains, As honest as the hawse between my knees, Clean as the wind
that blows behind the rains, Free as the hawk that circles down the breeze! Forgive me, Lord, if sometimes I
forget. You know about the reasons that are hid. You understand the things that gall and fret; You know me
better than my mother did. Badger Clark , from Sun and Saddle Leather, This poem is in the public domain
and does not require permission for use Men in the roughâ€”on the trails all new-brokenâ€” Those are the
friends we remember with tears; Few are the words that such comrades have spokenâ€” Deeds are their
tributes that last through the years. Men in the roughâ€”sons of prairie and mountainâ€” Children of nature,
warm-hearted, clear eyed; Friendship with them is a never-sealed fountain; Strangers are they to the altars of
pride. Men in the roughâ€”curt of speech to their fellowsâ€” Ready in everything, save to deceive; Theirs are
the friendships that time only mellows, And death cannot sever the bonds that they weave. Weary men that
wrung their living from that hard and arid land, And beside them stood their women; faded wives with toil
worn hands. But among us stood one figure that was wiry, straight and trim. Every one among us know him.
Just a bunch of hardened muscle tempered with a savage grit, And he had the reputation of a man that never
quit. He had helped to build the coffin, he had helped to dig the grave; And his instinct seemed to teach him
how he really should behave. Just two women with weak voices sang an old time funeral hymn. That was all
we had for service. The old wife was sobbing there. For her husband of a life time, laid away without prayer.
She looked at the broncho twister, then she walked right up to him. Put one trembling arm around him and
said, "Pray. He could handle any broncho, and he never dodged a fight. But he took his big sombrero off his
rough and shaggy head, How I wish I could remember what that broncho peeler said. On the range his youth
was spent. But the maker of creation know exactly what he meant. Silence must have reined in heaven when
they heard the way Jim prayed. Years have passed since that small funeral in that lonely grave yard lot. But it
gave us all a memory, and a lot of food for thought. When the prayer at last was over, and the grave had all
been filled, On his rough, half broken pony, he rode off toward the hills. Yes, we stood there in amazement as
we watched him ride away, For no words could ever thank him. There was nothing we could say. With their
joys and with their sorrows, with their hopes and with their fears. But I hope when I have finished, and they
lay me with the dead, Some one says a prayer above me, like that broncho twister said. To spend a while
beside the grave of some one that you knew. To see the fleecy clouds above and watch the shadows glide. You
think of things he did and said, and of the ways he had. And now to think that he is dead. It makes you feel
plum sad. It brings the old days back again, you live them one by one. You think of things that happened then,
and what you should have done. But then you reckon that the one who made the world knows best. He takes
them when their work is done and lets them have their rest. And when at last our strength has failed we make
our last long ride. We leave this world and take the trail across the great divide. Bruce Kiskaddon , Union
Stockyards Calendar poem This poem is in the public domain and does not require permission for use Make
Me No Grave Make me no grave within that quiet place Where friends shall sadly view the grassy mound,
Politely solemn for a little space, As though the spirit slept beneath the ground. For me no sorrow, nor the
hopeless tear; No chant, no prayer, no tender eulogy: I may be laughing with the gods--while here You weep
alone. Then make no grave for me But lay me where the pines, austere and tall, Sing in the wind that sweeps
across the West: Where night, imperious, sets her coronal Of silver stars upon the mountain crest. Where
dawn, rejoicing, rises from the deep, And Life, rejoicing, rises with the dawn: Mark not the spot upon the
sunny steep, For with the morning light I shall be gone. Far trails await me; valleys vast and still, Vistas
undreamed of, canyon-guarded streams, Lowland and range, fair meadow, flower-girt hill, Forests enchanted,
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filled with magic dreams. And I shall find brave comrades on the way: None shall be lonely in adventuring,
For each a chosen task to round the day, New glories to amaze, new songs to sing. Loud swells the wind along
the mountain-side, High burns the sun, unfettered swings the sea, Clear gleam the trails whereon the vanished
ride, Life calls to life: He made you think of an eagle caged up for the folks to see, Dreaming of crags and
sunshine and glories that used to be: Tarp and sogun and skillet, saddle and rope and gun And that is the way
they found him, asleep in the noonday sun. They were running a line for fences, surveying to subdivide, And
open the land for the homesteadsâ€”"The only place left to ride. The coroner picked his juryâ€”and a
livery-horse apiece, Not forgetting some shovelâ€”and we rode to the Buckman lease, Rolled Tom up in his
slicker, and each of us said, "So-long. Wishing that Tom could hear it and know that we were standing by,
Wishing him luck on the Lost Range, down yonder, against the sky. I think of the big-hearted fellows Who
will divide with you, blanket and bread, With a piece of stray beef well roasted, And charge for it never a red.
I often look upward and wonder If the green fields will seem half so fair, If any the wrong trail have taken And
fail to "be in" over there. But the way to green pastures, though narrow, Leads straight to the home in the sky,
And Jesus will give you the passports To the land of the sweet by and by. For the Saviour has taken the
contract To deliver all those who believe, At the headquarters ranch of His Father, In the great range where
none can deceive. No maverick or slick will be tallied In the great book of life in his home, For he knows all
the brands and the earmarks That down through the ages have come. But along with the tailings and sleepers
The strays must turn from the gate; No road brand to gain them admission, But the awful sad cry of "too late. I
first heard this song sung by Sally White, at Toya, Texas in , although a slightly different version was
published in my first edition of "Songs of the Cowboys. Beyond the Range Jack Martin died at dawn on July
12, Sharlot Hall wrote in her diary: Say that I have gone on an eternal prospecting trip. Beyond the
Rangeâ€”beyond the range Oh, strong and sure and free! I quest for more than life has brought And more than
eyes can see. Oh, desert skies and desert stars And desert trails I knew; Brown peaks that hold the dream of
gold, I turn no more to you. Now, stake for me a last, last claim And lay them there to rest The trailworn feet,
the weary hands, The still heart in my breast. Out, out beyond the farthest star, Beyond the last lone peak;
More fair than desert-born mirage The Glory Land I seek. No monuments are on the trail, The way is dim and
strangeâ€” But light of God is on the land That lies Beyond the Range. Now, I see you ride before me, as my
feet trod earthly sod, I watch you vanish in the sunrise. Please give the author credit when reciting or printing
this poem.
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He just never expected it to be back in his hometown of Big Verde, Texas. Or that he would become guardian
of his five-year-old nephew Henry, who desperately needs stability in his life that Travis himself has never
even known. Unsure of how to handle selling off the family ranch, Happy Trails, or how to deal with the
bundle of energy known as Henry, he starts landscaping to make ends meet. But a run-in with her at a
Halloween costume party turns hot and heavy, making their relationship much more complicated. Just ask
anyone in Big Verde. And while that scares the dickens out of her, it might also prove to be the best thing that
could happen in her life. A western spin on a contemporary fairy tale-themed romance? This was a killer debut
for Carly Bloom. Big Bad Cowboy was a down home, raucous good time that had me fanning my face from
the sexy bantering between Travis and Maggieâ€”and then laughing aloud at Travis and his, ahem,
conversations with his adorable nephew Henry. More like a battle of wills, really! I just fell in love with, well,
pretty much everything here. Our hero and heroine were a ridiculously cute pair together. And I loved how
they both had changed for the better over the years and were still struggling to be the best version of
themselves in a realistic way. Maggie was a pint-sized, sassy woman who could outwork most of the guys she
knew. She was kind of a feminist who sometimes jumped to conclusions, but she admitted eventually when
she was wrong. And talk about funny. Maggie was a hoot. Particularly when it came to Travis, because he
threw her completely out of her comfort zone. Well, usually it was unintentional. Travis surprised me with two
things. First, his background, coming from a broken home and feeling like an outcast really broke my heart.
He went into the Army, something that turned his life around and changed him in a lot of ways, and it was
easy to admire the man he was trying to continue to become. Valuing family, friendship and community. A
series that I expect to be a huge hit with rom-com fans. After one too many heartbreaks, Travis Blake hung up
his cowboy hat and put Big Verde, Texas, behind him. But when he gets the call that his young nephew needs
him, he knows he has to return home. Maggie is pretty sure she hates Travis Blake.
Chapter 7 : Cowboy's Glossary of Terms - People & The Land - Cowboy Showcase
There's Something about a Cowboy by Candace Schuler, Margaret Way, Susan Fox There's Something About A
Cowboy by Candace Schuler\Susan Fox\Margaret Way released on Apr 24, is available now for purchase.

Chapter 8 : There's Something About a Cowboy: Wildcat / The Black Sheep / Diamond Valley by Candace
There's Something About a Cowboy has 6 ratings and 0 reviews. WILDCAT by Candace Schuler Stacey Richards had
finally come home to her Texas ranch, and.

Chapter 9 : How to Be a Cowboy: 13 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
'Cause there's just something women like about a pickup Man You can set my truck on fire, and roll it down a hill But I
still wouldn't trade it for a Coupe DeVille.
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